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With forty-eight major league pitching records, Nolan Ryan is the miracle man of baseball. This is his autobiography.
Transform your students into smart, savvy media consumers. A book that students find fun to read and instructors consider educationally
valuable, Mass Communication: Living in a Media World provides the media literacy principles and critical thinking skills that students need to
become self-aware media consumers. Known for his storytelling approach, bestselling author Ralph E. Hanson uses examples drawn from
everyday life to explain the many dimensions of mass media that operate in our society. This newly revised Seventh Edition is packed with
contemporary examples and compelling stories that illustrate the latest developments and recent events that are changing the face of media
today.
Escaping to her sister's California beach house after her marriage ends suddenly, Giselle McCabe is distracted from her problems by
gorgeous celebrity athlete Fin Hensen who is everything she is trying to run away from. Original.
Entertainment Weekly takes you inside the world of the global superstars, from their early beginnings in the South Korean music scene to
their Number 1 Billboard hit “Dynamite” that made pop music history. This 96-page photo-filled issue dedicated solely to BTS goes behind
the scenes with the band at awards shows, on the road, and in their Seoul recording studio, where they gave EW an exclusive interview.
Features bios of Jin, Suga, J-Hope, RM, Jimin, V and Jungkook. Plus: What's next for BTS.
Swimsuit designer to the stars, Ashley Paige shares 25 of her glamorous, flirty summer patterns for bikinis, tank tops, boy-cut shorts,
dresses, and other chic designs even a boyfriend can appreciate.
It's the ultimate supermodel yearbook. Join the four photographers whose work was featured in the 2011 Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue on
a behind-the-scenes account of their travels, revisiting their experiences through never-before-seen images and exclusive commentary. In
this large-format, 176-page collection, Swimsuit Portfolio: Fantasy Islands showcases 17 of the world's most exquisite bodies at four exotic
beach locations-Turtle Island in Fiji, Sentosa Island in Singapore, Peter Island in the British Virgin Islands and Boracay Island in the
Philippines. Grab your passport and take the tour with Brooklyn Decker, Irina Shayk, Hilary Rhoda, Esti Ginzburg and Christine Teigen
(among others) as your guides. With dozens of previously unpublished swimsuit shots, it's an expanded look at the making of the magazine's
best-selling issue.
A captivating look at two centuries of surfing—"the Sport of Queens"—from Native Hawaiian royalty to the breakout style and jaw-dropping feats
on the waves today. Few subjects in the world of sports and or the outdoors is more timely or compelling than women’s surfing. From smart,
strong, fearless women shattering records on 80-foot waves to professional athletes fighting for equal pay and a more fair and just playing
field, these amazing, wave-riding warriors provide an inspirational and aspirational cast of powerful role models for women (and men) across
all backgrounds and generations. Over the past two-hundred years, and especially the past five decades, the surfing lifestyle have become
the envy of people around the world. The perception of sun, sand, surf, strong young women and their inimitable style, has created a
booming lifestyle and sports industry—and the sport that is set to make it’s Olympic exhibition debut in Tokyo 2021. A massive shift from
when colonizers tried to extinguish all traces of Native Hawaiian surfing and its sacred culture. What is it about the surfing that intrigues
people of all ages, from all corners of the world? The beaches and idyllic locations? The unique style and mystique that surfers project?
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These women, on the beach and riding giant waves, or in the media, have made their mark on not just their sport, but our wider culture.
Women on Waves is filled with phenomenal athletic performance, breakthrough female achievements, and plenty of inspiration and fun to see
us through until the time when we can all hit the surf once more! Spanning a millennia, From Hawaii to Malibu, New York to Australia, South
Africa to the South Pacific and beyond, Jim Kempton presents a fascinating new narrative that will captivate anyone who loves sports and the
outdoors.
'Bold, brilliant, sharp and funny...it urges women to be less judgemental of each other and of themselves. It's an idea that shouldn't be
revolutionary but is.' Elizabeth Day Polly Vernon, Grazia columnist, Times feature writer (hair-flicker, Brazilian-waxer, jeans obsessive,
outrageous flirt) presents a brave new perspective on feminism. Drawing on her dedicated, life-long pursuit of hotness - having dismissed
many of the rules on 'good' feminism at some point in the early 90s - she'll teach you everything you ever wanted to know about being a
feminist when you care about how you look. When part of your brain is constantly monologuing on fashion. When you check out your own
reflection in every reflective surface. When your depilation practices are pretty much out of control. When you just really want to be fancied.
Hot Feminist is based on a principle of non-judgment (because there's enough already), honesty about how often we mess this up, and
empowerment through looks. Part memoir, part road map, it's a rolling, raucous rejection of all those things we're convinced we shouldn't
think / wear/ feel/ say/ buy/ want - and a celebration of all the things we can. It is modern feminism, with style, without judgment
A WORLDWIDE PHENOMENON The Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue has captured imaginations for 50 years with its annual celebration of
the world's most exquisite bodies. From cover girls Christie Brinkley to Heidi Klum to Kate Upton, this yearly publishing sensation has
launched the careers of so many supermodels. Elle, Tyra and Brooklyn have become household names. In Swimsuit: 50 Years of Beautiful,
SI reveals the inside story of how what began as an eight-page travel piece has emerged as one of the most powerful--and hotly
anticipated--media events of the year, with a global audience of more than 70 million. This alluring anniversary edition features: Star athletes
in swimsuits The magic of bodypainting Never-before-seen outtakes All the iconic covers Every model who has graced the issue is here, from
Cheryl Tiegs in her fishnet suit to Kathy Ireland and her record 12 appearances. Swimsuit: 50 Years of Beautiful is the definitive account of an
extraordinary publication illuminated by hundreds of unique and breathtaking photographs--stunning women in captivating poses in exotic
locales. Beautiful.
An illustrated big-sister's guide to activism—the perfect gift for young feminists and long-time observers looking to enter the fray.
Have recent events given you pause? Does Trump’s America make you fearful for the future of women? Do you want to become
more involved in helping to preserve women’s rights but aren’t sure how? In A Girl’s Guide to Joining the Resistance, Emma
Rose Gray, Executive Editor at The Huffington Post, outlines all that young women need to know on pivotal women’s rights issues
and offers a blueprint for those who want to take a stand and participate in the cause. This groundbreaking book includes: •
Background information on key issues so you can choose where you most want to take a stand. • A guide for learning about the
first Amendment and how to choose good news sources and make sure you’re getting quality information. • Practical instructions
on how to get involved and stay involved, with examples from the author’s own experience organizing the successful “Watch Us
Run” conference. • Instructions for how to talk to your friend who says she’s “just not that political” and your relatives whose
beliefs conflict with your own. • Advice for self-care and how to stay involved without exhausting yourself. • Extensive back-matter
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including numbers to call, organizations to email and donate to, and scripts for reaching out to representatives and organizations. •
Interviews with experienced activists including senator Elizabeth Warren, actress Amber Tamblyn, actress Marlo Thomas,
Women’s March Co-Chair Carmen Perez, Mother of the Movement Lucy McBath, Black Lives Matter creator Alicia Garza, People
for Bernie Founder Winnie Wong, and former assistant to President Obama Tina Tchen. Featuring original 2-color illustrations
throughout by New York Magazine’s Eva Hill, A Girl’s Guide to Joining the Resistance illuminates why the time has never been
more important than now to get involved in helping to ensure women’s rights are protected for the current and future generations
of women.
I Know What You Did Last Summer meets the French countryside in this exhilarating psychological suspense novel about a
woman trapped by the bonds of friendship--perfect for fans of The Widow and The Woman in Cabin 10. One of... RealSimple's and
Cosmopolitan's Best Books of the Month Everyone has a secret... They were six university students from Oxford--friends and
sometimes more than friends--spending an idyllic week together in a French farmhouse. It was supposed to be the perfect summer
getaway...until they met Severine, the girl next door. But after a huge altercation on the last night of the holiday, Kate Channing
knew nothing would ever be the same. There are some things you can't forgive. And there are some people you can't forget...like
Severine, who was never seen again. A decade later, the case is reopened when Severine's body is found behind the farmhouse.
Questioned along with her friends, Kate stands to lose everything she's worked so hard to achieve as suspicion mounts all around
her. Desperate to resolve her unreliable memories and fearful she will be forever bound to the memory of the woman who still
haunts her, Kate finds herself entangled within layers of deception with no one to set her free...
An unforgettable cast of characters is unleashed into a realm known for its cruelty—the American high school—in this captivating
debut novel. The wealthy enclaves north of San Francisco are not the paradise they appear to be, and nobody knows this better
than the students of a local high school. Despite being raised with all the opportunities money can buy, these vulnerable kids are
navigating a treacherous adolescence in which every action, every rumor, every feeling, is potentially postable, shareable, viral.
Lindsey Lee Johnson’s kaleidoscopic narrative exposes at every turn the real human beings beneath the high school stereotypes.
Abigail Cress is ticking off the boxes toward the Ivy League when she makes the first impulsive decision of her life: entering into an
inappropriate relationship with a teacher. Dave Chu, who knows himself at heart to be a typical B student, takes desperate
measures to live up to his parents’ crushing expectations. Emma Fleed, a gifted dancer, balances rigorous rehearsals with wild
weekends. Damon Flintov returns from a stint at rehab looking to prove that he’s not an irredeemable screwup. And Calista
Broderick, once part of the popular crowd, chooses, for reasons of her own, to become a hippie outcast. Into this complicated web,
an idealistic young English teacher arrives from a poorer, scruffier part of California. Molly Nicoll strives to connect with her
students—without understanding the middle school tragedy that played out online and has continued to reverberate in different
ways for all of them. Written with the rare talent capable of turning teenage drama into urgent, adult fiction, The Most Dangerous
Place on Earth makes vivid a modern adolescence lived in the gleam of the virtual, but rich with sorrow, passion, and humanity.
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Praise for The Most Dangerous Place on Earth “Alarming, compelling . . . Here’s high school life in all its madness.”—The New
York Times “Unputdownable.”—Elle “Impossibly funny and achingly sad . . . [Lindsey Lee] Johnson cracks open adolescent angst
with adult sensibility and sensitivity.”—San Francisco Chronicle “[A] piercing debut . . . Johnson proves herself a master of the
coming-of-age story.”—The Boston Globe “Entrancing . . . Johnson’s novel possesses a propulsive quality. . . . Hard to put
down.”—Chicago Tribune “Readers may find themselves so swept up in this enthralling novel that they finish it in a single
sitting.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
A fiftieth anniversary compilation of the best from the Sports Illustrated archives features memorable photographs and articles from
the pages of the popular sports magazine since its launch in 1954, offering an entertaining and informative look at great moments
in American sports history. 100,000 first printing.
Winner of the 2019 International Digital Awards *** She never trusted unconditional love. He never believed he'd be worthy. Almost-
Olympian gymnast Jordan Beck has coordinated an emergency vacation getaway in Puerto Vallarta for her broken-hearted bestie.
Nightly parties, exotic drinks, and sandy beaches are just what she has in mind for her and her friends. She strives for perfection in
everything she does and believes she's found it in the emerald-eyed bartender who doesn't back down from her challenge. Zac
Durant learned early on that life is a gift and he's determined to live his to the fullest. Scuba, surfing, tending bar by the ocean, his
abuelita's tamales. He's content--until a Latina beauty struts across his pool patio and orders his best drink. Zac isn't the kind to
hook up with the resort guests but Jordan changes his mind. Zac and Jordan know this sensual interlude in paradise is a vacation
fling but when sparks turn to fireworks, they are tempted to believe in something real. The illusion of perfection vanishes and
Jordan panics, erecting walls around her cautious heart, sabotaging their chance at happily ever after. It is up to Zac to prove that
unconditional love is worth a shot at the gold. **Each book in this series can be read in order or as a standalone. Sweet Escape
Series: Book 1: Dry Spell Book 2: Hot Spell Book 3: Cold Spell
Packed with hundreds of photographs, this title provides a history of the bikini, recording its progression from the French beaches
in 1946 to the small strings of modern times.
Raised at the racetrack, a boy comes to live on a Texas farm Billy doesn’t know how to read a book, but give him a racing form
and he can tell you everything about a pony that you’d ever want to know. He and his father live on the road, traveling from
Aqueduct to Hialeah and back again, until an overzealous Welfare lady demands they settle somewhere more wholesome than
the track. Not knowing anyplace wholesome, Billy’s father takes him to Texas instead, to live on his brother Sagamore’s farm.
There Billy meets bootleggers, gangsters, and the beautiful Miss Choo-Choo Caroline, a Chicago stripper who is wearing nothing
but a tiny, diamond-encrusted G-string when she disappears. Uncle Sagamore, an enterprising brute, sees this as a chance for
profit. For a boy with gambling in his veins, there could be quite a lot to learn.
A second chance never looked so good… Bobbi-Jo Barker has been in love with the wrong man for years. A man who doesn't fit
into the perfect, controlled life she's created. A man who not only broke her heart but nearly destroyed her. So the fact that he's
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back in town shouldn't matter because he's all wrong for her, or so she thinks... Shane Gallagher, prodigal son, ex-con, and all
around hellion, has returned to the small town of New Waterford to mend fences and get his life back. What he doesn’t count on
are the feelings he still has for the one woman who can break him—the one woman who is totally wrong for him. And yet, as Bobbi
and Shane are thrown together and begin to navigate a life with each other in it, neither can deny the attraction they feel, or the
emotions that come with it—the good and the bad. And so the question becomes… Can these two damaged souls survive a second
chance at love?
If you HATE enemies to lovers, swoony firefighters, strong sassy heroines, and surprise babies with a twist…this book isn’t for you!
Uh Oh! Women are setting their lawns on fire and sticking random cats in trees all over town so they can dial 911 and get a
glimpse of Jack Decker’s…hose. When a firefighter looks like he does, it’s no wonder hearts are ablaze all over the city because
he is H-O-T…hot! The ladies around town may want to heat up Jack’s sheets and let them smolder, but he has his eye on the
blonde firecracker neighbor with the stick up her... Jules is the feisty know it all next door who isn’t impressed by the bachelor, or
rumors of his infamous…stuff. Living next door to the towns hottest hero is like living next to a non-stop frat party. When an
unexpected twist of fate lands at Jacks door, he needs Jules help...and sparks fly. This is one fire he doesn’t know how to battle,
especially when Jules starts to question if Jack’s reputation is built on merit or are they just rumors.
Maya Aziz, seventeen, is caught between her India-born parent's world of college and marrying a suitable Muslim boy
and her dream world of film school and dating her classmate, Phil, when a terrorist attack changes her life forever.
A biography chronicling the tumultuous personal and professional life of horror icon Bela Lugosi.
I hooked up with my temporary roommate. Now I’ll do anything to claim her for good. I’m Noah Weston. For a decade,
I’ve quarterbacked America’s most iconic football team and plowed my way through women. Now I’m transitioning from
star player to retired jock—with a cloud of allegation hanging over my head. So I’m escaping to the private ocean-front
paradise I bought for peace and quiet. What I get instead is stubborn, snarky, wild, lights-my-blood-on-fire Harlow Reed.
Since she just left a relationship in a hugely viral way, she should be the last woman I’m seen with. On second thought,
we can help each other… I need a steady, supportive “girlfriend” for the court of public opinion, not entanglements.
Harlow is merely looking for nonstop sweaty sex and screaming orgasms that wring pleasure from her oh-so-luscious
body. Three months—that’s how long it should take for us both to scratch this itch and leave our respective scandals
behind. But the more I know this woman, the less I can picture my life without her. And when I’m forced to choose, I’ll
realize I don’t merely want her in my bed or need her for a ruse. I more than love her enough to do whatever it takes to
make her mine for good.
Discover inspirational real-life stories of superstar athletes in this collection of sports biographies featuring LeBron
James, Stephen Curry, Tim Howard, and more! Team USA goalkeeper Tim Howard was diagnosed with Tourette
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Syndrome in 6th grade. He went on to become a national treasure after single-handedly keeping America competitive in
the 2014 World Cup. Stephen Curry was told he was too small, too weak, and too slow to even receive a scholarship to
play college basketball. He outworked everyone and went on to become MVP of the National Basketball Association. Jim
Abbott was born without his right hand, yet he refused to be defined by what he lacked. He went on to pitch a no-hitter in
the Major Leagues. Athlete after athlete in this book found discipline, hope, and inspiration on the playing field, rising
above their circumstances. Filled with first-hand accounts from stars who exemplify the idea of enduring at all costs, this
collection of sports biographies will serve as a must-read source of inspiration for kids and sports fans of all ages. Praise
for Rising Above A Scholastic Teacher magazine Summer Reading List selection A Milwaukee Journal Sentinel Summer
Reading List selection "An easy pitch for middle school sports lovers."--School Library Journal “This collection of mini-
bios about athletes who overcame major obstacles packs a powerful message—perseverance and passion pay off. Even
non-sports fans will cheer for superstars like LeBron James and Stephen Curry.”--Scholastic Teacher "So many of the
obstacles that these athletes share are retold using personal interviews and primary source material that young readers
will find very relatable. [T]heir stories have morals that are easily transferred to life off the court or the field. The highly
relevant message is that no situation is too dire or insurmountable with the right attitude and that young people shouldn't
allow setbacks to define them."--Booklist "[O]ften inspiring . . . The underdog stories reveal that dedication and
perseverance pay off, as well as that sports can serve as needed outlets and refuges."--Publishers Weekly "I would rate
this a 9 1/2 . . . it touch[es] your heart very often with the ways these athletes turn[ed] their lives around."--Colorado Kids
Over 100 high quality, full page color pictures of women in bikinis. Whether you are just looking for hot bikini pictures or
want some inspiration for great bikini models for this summer, this photo book will not disappoint. From Brazilian and
string bikinis to various models and colors (including red, white, gold, brown, orange, metallic and transparent bikinis),
this book has everything to satisfy your expectations.
Diversity in U.S. Mass Media provides comprehensive coverage of the evolution and issues surrounding portrayals of
social groups within the mass media of the United States. Focuses on past and current mass media representations of
social groups Provides an overview of key theories that have guided research in mass media representations and
stereotyping Discusses the impact new media has on representation and how technology is giving a new voice to various
social groups Includes a chapter on how mass media industries are addressing diversity, complete with specially-
commissioned interviews with media professionals Offers helpful supplementary features such as a glossary, questions
for reflection, suggestions for projects related to diversity in mass media, and online resources for both instructors and
students Accompanying website provides a glossary, links to related sites, recommendations of films to watch in the
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classroom, ideas for research projects, and an instructor's manual with sample syllabi
The Diamond BikiniOveramstel Uitgevers
Twelve soft pairs to caress baby's feet.
A comprehensive collection of lifestyle information, including tips on eating, exercising, and fashion.
“Get snipped,” they said. “It will solve all your problems,” they said. Famous last words... Five years ago, it was love at
first sight. Now, Ted and Iris live on autopilot as tumbleweeds roll through their bedroom. The lack of sex is driving him
crazy. Iris’s solution to their sexual woes: get snipped. Kunal and Ray, Ted’s best friends and sworn enemies of Iris,
agree with her for once. All roads seem to lead to a surgical solution, but Ted’s not going there... until an explosive
argument changes everything. A vasectomy seems like Ted’s only play to win Iris back. After a series of mishaps
involving his precocious next-door neighbor, some ill-conceived decisions, and an unexpected meeting, will Ted risk
losing everything important in his life, including his nuts? With its bawdy humor and unexpected twists, Snipped will have
you laughing out loud as you root for Ted to find the love he’s been missing. Laugh out loud today with Snipped,
because who doesn't love a sometimes raunchy, sometimes cringe-worthy comedy with a down-on-his-luck hero you can
get behind. Get it now.
Cover -- Half-title -- Title -- Copyright -- Dedication -- Contents -- Preface -- 1 Youth and Media -- 2 Then and Now -- 3
Themes and Theoretical Perspectives -- 4 Infants, Toddlers, and Preschoolers -- 5 Children -- 6 Adolescents -- 7 Media
and Violence -- 8 Media and Emotions -- 9 Advertising and Commercialism -- 10 Media and Sex -- 11 Media and
Education -- 12 Digital Games -- 13 Social Media -- 14 Media and Parenting -- 15 The End -- Notes -- Acknowledgments
-- Index -- A -- B -- C -- D -- E -- F -- G -- H -- I -- J -- K -- L -- M -- N -- O -- P -- Q -- R -- S -- T -- U -- V -- W -- X -- Y -- Z
Five decades of bathing beauties from the pages of Sports Illustrated's famed swimsuit issue are featured here, from
Cheryl Tiegs to Elle Macpherson, and everyone in between.
This troubadour life is only for the fiercest hearts, only for those vessels that can be broken to smithereens and still keep
beating out the rhythm for a new song. Last Chance Texaco is the first ever no-holds-barred account of the life of two-
time Grammy Award-winner Rickie Lee Jones in her own words. It is a tale of desperate chances and impossible
triumphs, an adventure story of a girl who beat the odds and grew up to become one of the most legendary artists of her
time, turning adversity and hopelessness into timeless music. With candor and lyricism, the “Duchess of Coolsville”
(Time) takes us on a singular journey through her nomadic childhood, to her years as a teenage runaway, through her
legendary love affair with Tom Waits and ultimately her longevity as the hardest working woman in rock and roll. Rickie
Lee’s stories are rich with the infamous characters of her early songs – "Chuck-E's in Love," “Weasel and the White
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Boys Cool,” “Danny’s All-Star Joint,” and “Easy Money”— but long before her notoriety in show business, there was a
vaudevillian cast of hitchhikers, bank robbers, jail breaks, drug mules, a pimp with a heart of gold and tales of her fabled
ancestors. In this tender and intimate memoir by one of the most remarkable, trailblazing, and tenacious women in music
are never-before-told stories of the girl in the raspberry beret, a singer-songwriter whose music defied categorization and
inspired American pop culture for decades.
A step-by-step diet and exercise plan from social media sensation and fitness guru Michelle Lewin, The Hot Body Diet
reveals the star's insider tips and tricks for sustainable weight loss and a toned bikini body. How you do maintain a
perfect body? For years, fans have been asking Venezuelan fitness model Michelle Lewin this very question. Known for
her enviable curves, washboard abs, and super strength, Lewin's physique has earned her millions of fans who are eager
to learn her diet and exercise secrets. And now, with help from certified health coach Dr. Samar Yorde, she will share the
keys to her weight loss and weight management for the first time. Lewin has created an easy-to-follow, step-by-step diet
and exercise plan that has amazing benefits for all body types. She shares stories and struggles from her own weight
loss journey, offering support in creating a healthy transformation. With meal plans, recipes, exercise tips, and an FAQ
section from actual followers, The Hot Body Diet will help women achieve the strong, svelte bikini body that Michelle
Lewin has made famous.
An Amazon Best Book of 2016 A celebration of the writing and editing life, as well as a look behind the scenes at some of
the most influential magazines in America (and the writers who made them what they are). You might not know Terry
McDonell, but you certainly know his work. Among the magazines he has top-edited: Outside, Rolling Stone, Esquire,
and Sports Illustrated. In this revealing memoir, McDonell talks about what really happens when editors and writers work
with deadlines ticking (or drinks on the bar). His stories about the people and personalities he's known are both
heartbreaking and bitingly funny--playing "acid golf" with Hunter S. Thompson, practicing brinksmanship with David Carr
and Steve Jobs, working the European fashion scene with Liz Tilberis, pitching TV pilots with Richard Price. Here, too, is
an expert's practical advice on how to recruit--and keep--high-profile talent; what makes a compelling lede; how to grow
online traffic that translates into dollars; and how, in whatever format, on whatever platform, a good editor really works,
and what it takes to write well. Taking us from the raucous days of New Journalism to today's digital landscape, McDonell
argues that the need for clear storytelling from trustworthy news sources has never been stronger. Says Jeffrey
Eugenides: "Every time I run into Terry, I think how great it would be to have dinner with him. Hear about the writers he's
known and edited over the years, what the magazine business was like back then, how it's changed and where it's going,
inside info about Edward Abbey, Jim Harrison, Annie Proulx, old New York, and the Swimsuit issue. That dinner is this
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book."
For one charming playboy, getting cast on a Bachelor-esque reality TV show is the shock of a lifetime—until he finds love
where he least expects it. And now the chase is on! “Romantic comedy at its finest . . . Readers will not want to put it
down.”—USA Today’s Happy Ever After blog Gage Barrett’s reputation as a ladies’ man has been greatly exaggerated,
but none of that matters after a drunken bet lands him on Jilted, a reality TV show that matches runaway grooms with
wannabe brides. Now he’s stuck at a Hawaiian resort with nineteen women competing to drag him back to the altar—and
one contestant who’s even more miserable than he is. Gage has no idea how feisty, independent Ellie Wright wound up
in the cast, but it’s obvious she hates his guts. And if there’s one thing Gage likes, it’s a challenge. . . . Ellie can’t
believe she let her best friend talk her into exchanging her dignity for a glorified bikini contest. Still, she could use the
exposure—her business is struggling—and she’ll probably be one of the first to get eliminated anyway. But Gage isn’t the
shallow jerk Ellie anticipated—and he’s in no rush to send her home. As stolen kisses turn into secret trysts, she finds
herself losing track of what’s real and what’s for the camera. With the wedding finale looming, this runaway groom is
tempting Ellie to start believing in storybook endings. Praise for Runaway Groom “Lauren Layne gets the red rose for this
one, and fans of The Bachelor will fall in love with this thoroughly charming story.”—Kate O’Keeffe, bestselling author of
One Last First Date “It’s the perfect beach read—or snow day read, if you’re stuck in cold weather like me!”—All About
Romance Lauren Layne’s New York Times bestselling Oxford Novel series can be read in any order: IRRESISTIBLY
YOURS I WISH YOU WERE MINE SOMEONE LIKE YOU I KNEW YOU WERE TROUBLE I THINK I LOVE YOU Don’t
miss any of Lauren Layne’s hot reads: The Love Unexpectedly series: BLURRED LINES | GOOD GIRL | LOVE STORY |
WALK OF SHAME | AN EX FOR CHRISTMAS The Sex, Love & Stiletto series: AFTER THE KISS | LOVE THE ONE
YOU’RE WITH | JUST ONE NIGHT | THE TROUBLE WITH LOVE The Redemption series: ISN’T SHE LOVELY |
BROKEN | CRUSHED The I Do, I Don’t series: READY TO RUN | RUNAWAY GROOM Includes an excerpt from
another Loveswept title.
The adventures of Witch World continue as a cursed hero and his true love struggle for survival in a vast parallel universe
of magic and high fantasy. Kerovan of Ulmsdale has long borne the curse of his ancestors’ depredations. After pillaging
a sanctum of the Old Ones, his bloodline has been forever marred by painful sickness and death. Kerovan was born
strong and hardy, but he walks on hooves instead of human feet and sees through eyes of amber—just as the Old Ones
had. Bound in marriage to the beautiful Joisan of Ithkrypt, Kerovan seeks to claim his rightful place as Lord-heir of
Ulmsdale. But first, the couple—separated by distance, yet linked in spirit—must unlock the powers held within a mystical
necklace Joisan wears. The small crystal gryphon bears secrets that will bring them to the farthest reaches of the
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wilderness on a quest to save their people and their world from doom. Science Fiction Writers of America Grand Master
Andre Norton’s beloved novels of sword and sorcery have sold millions of copies worldwide. The Crystal Gryphon is the
3rd book in the Witch World: High Hallack Cycle, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
Latest Material and Technological Developments for Activewear provides comprehensive coverage of academic research
and industrial advances in this fast-moving field. As society becomes more health conscious, athleisure and sportswear
have arrived as key fashion items in the global apparel market. In this book, designers and material scientists will find
information on fibers and textiles, new processes, emerging technologies, and new applications that have helped to
deliver this new wave of products. In addition to these technical details, the book covers consumer behavior, along with
product design and manufacturing. Provides the detailed technical information needed to choose the correct material for
demanding activewear products Identifies and analyzes emerging global trends in the activewear industry Covers the
latest best practices that help designers create functional, comfortable and fashionable activewear Meets the
requirements and standards of the apparel and fashion industry Explores emerging applications of wearable electronics
and smart activewear
First we were friends. Then we were roommates. Now I want more… What can I say about Chess Copper? The woman is capable of bringing
me to my knees. I know this about five minutes after getting naked for her. No one is more surprised than me. The prickly photographer my
team hired to shoot our annual charity calendar isn’t my usual type. She’s defense to my offense, a challenge at every turn. But when I’m
with her, all the regrets and darkness goes away. She makes life fun. I want to know Chess, be close to her. Which is a bad idea. Chess is
looking for a relationship. I’ve never given a woman more than one night. But when fate leaves Chess without a home, I step up and offer her
mine. We’re roommates now. Friends without benefits. But it’s getting harder to keep our hands off each other. And the longer we live
together the more I realize she’s becoming my everything. Trick is… Now that I’ve made her believe I’m a bad bet, how do I convince her to
give this player a true shot at forever?
????? "There is a bold mission when [Butler] puts pen to paper to grab our attention, open our hearts, and engage our imagination. Butler
didn't hold back with crafting these characters from different cultures, tossing in some major adversity, and challenging them to dig deep for
inner strength. At the end of the day, Thin Love is hearty blend for the soul." —Michelle Monkou, USA Today ????? “Read this in one sitting!
Without a doubt, my favorite dynamic of bad boy meets feisty good girl. Superb writing!” —Penelope Douglas, New York Times bestselling
author of Bully and Until You ????? “By far my favorite Eden Butler novel. Keira and Kona’s chemistry is electric and leaps off the pages!”
—Chelle Bliss, USA Today Bestselling Author of the Men of Inked series ????? “Thin Love is more than just a book. It’s more than a story.
It’s a journey—an experience that grabs you by the gut and won’t let go until it’s ready to release you. And damn, what a release it is. Eden
Butler nailed it.” —Lila Felix, bestselling author of Love and Skate ????? “I felt so connected to these characters and this story that it almost
felt too personal to share it with anyone. But rest assured, I will be shouting the praises of Thin Love and Mrs. Butler from the rooftops so that
I can make sure others experience what I have.” —Lori Westhaver, Red’s Book Blog ?????“Thin Love is a boundary-breaking journey.
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Butler’s pen flows thick with the many facets of life, love and the decisions you make to survive. Once you have stepped into Kona and
Keira’s world, nothing will protect you from the heavy emotions that Butler produces. Pure, unadulterated reading magic!” —Trish F Leger,
Author of the Amber Druid Series Love isn't supposed to be an addiction. It isn't supposed to leave you bleeding. Kona pushed, Keira pulled,
and in their wake, they left behind destruction. She sacrificed everything for him. It wasn't enough. But the wounds of the past can never be
completely forgotten and still the flame remains, slumbers between the pleasure of yesterday and the thought of what might have been. Now,
sixteen years later, Keira returns home to bury the mother who betrayed her, just as Kona tries to hold onto what remains of his NFL career
with the New Orleans Steamers. Across the crowded bustle of a busy French Market, their paths collide, conjuring forgotten memories of a
consuming touch, skin on skin, and the still smoldering fire that begs to be rekindled. When Kona realizes the trifecta of betrayal—his, Keira's
and those lies told to keep them apart—his life is irrevocably changed and he once again takes Keira down with him into the fire that threatens
to ignite them both. Read the entire THIN LOVE series: Thin Love (Book 1) My Beloved (Book 2) Thick Love (Book 3) Thick & Thin (Book 4)
Drs. Lindsay and Lexie Kite know firsthand how hard filtering out media influence is when it comes to self-image. Both struggled as young
women to overcome the expectations of body size and shape, but were able to learn to love, appreciate, and reclaim their own bodies,
eventually earning their PhDs in body image resilience. The twin sisters founded the nonprofit Beauty Redefined and have made it their
mission to help other women see themselves without societal expectations distorting their self-perception. More than a Body is a self-help
book focused on going beyond body positivity, showing how a mindset focused on appearance sets women up for insecurities and self-
judgement. In this book, they offer an action plan for readers to combat that mindset, and instead learn how the body can be "an instrument,
not an ornament," with practical, actionable steps to take when consuming media, exercising, practicing self-reflection and self-compassion,
and finding a purpose in life.
The editors of "Sports Illustrated" revisit the destinations of their most recent travels to bring together a lavish, large-format collection in what
is sure to be the first in a series of annual swimsuit yearbooks. 100 color photos.
The actress, comedian, and podcaster extraordinaire's guide to being a #brave, bikini-wearing badass. If you’ve ever seen a fat person post
a bikini shot on social media, you already know that they are #verybrave, because apparently existing in a fat body in public is #brave. I,
Nicole Byer, wrote this book to 1. share my impressive bikini collection and my hot body with the world and 2. help other people feel #brave
by embracing their body as it is. In this book, I share my journey to becoming #brave, give you my hot tips and tricks—on how to find the
perfect bikini, how to find your own #bravery, and how to handle haters—and serve you over 100 bikini looks.
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